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At Barrington Stoke we are champions of literacy, transforming lives 
by making books as accessible as possible, and we’re hugely excited 
to bring you a stellar list of titles for 2022.

Reading for pleasure has hugely beneficial outcomes for health and 
happiness. And by working with the very best writers and illustrators, 
we aim to ensure that these benefits can be enjoyed by all children. 

Every title on our list is expertly edited and designed to work for as 
many readers as possible. Where there is a language-processing issue 
such as dyslexia or visual stress, our design features help to counter 
their effects. Where stamina is an issue, our books are shorter, 
making them achievable. 

There is a greater need for our work than ever before. Research into 
the impact of the pandemic on children’s literacy is ongoing, but there 
is mounting evidence of a widening attainment gap. 

Getting children excited about reading starts with the power of the 
story, and this is at the heart of everything that we do, publishing 
gripping, exciting, heartfelt stories of the highest quality that work 
for all readers – those who struggle and those who don’t. 

We’re delighted to be an Empathy Builder Publisher for 2022 and 
beyond, committed to supporting EmpathyLab in their work to 
develop a book-based empathy movement and making Empathy Day 
a major force for social change.



Month: Feb | 9781800900868 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+ | Colour  
PB | 96pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YFS;YFN;YXG;YFT;YFB  
CBMC code: B3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Lancaster  
Illustrator location: Falmouth 

Elisabeth and the 
Box of Colours
Katherine Woodfine
With illustrations by Rebecca Cobb

Painting brings joy in a time of grief in 
this moving and ultimately uplifting story 
inspired by the childhood of French portrait 
artist Élisabeth Louise Vigée Le Brun. 

Elisabeth loves to paint, just like her papa. She spends 
hours making her own pictures of everything she sees 
– and the more colourful, the better!

But when she goes away to school, she finds herself 
in a world of grey: grey buildings, grey uniforms, grey 
rooms. She misses Papa and all the colours of home. 
And one winter morning, she gets some terrible 
news that makes her days darker than ever before. 
Will Elisabeth be able to find the colour and joy in 
her life again?

Praise for Elisabeth and the Box of Colours:

“A small, elegant triumph” THE TIMES, CHILDREN’S BOOK OF THE WEEK

“Beautifully told in spare, resonant words ... full of Cobb’s delightful 
images ... A transporting little tale” THE GUARDIAN

“Woodfine’s beautifully handled tale of finding life and colour amidst 
the darkest of times is a moving, uplifting read” WATERSTONES 

Katherine Woodfine is the bestselling author of several books for children, 
including the Sinclair’s Mysteries series and the Taylor and Rose Secret Agents 
series. Katherine has been nominated for several prestigious awards, 
including the Branford Boase Award, the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize 
and the Carnegie Medal.

LITTLE GEMS

First chapter books in colour by big-name authors and 
illustrators, with easy-read font, layouts and paper

FEB
9781781128718

9781781127681
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LITTLE GEMS

First chapter books in colour by big-name authors and 
illustrators, with easy-read font, layouts and paper

MAY/AUG

Month: May | 9781800901100 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+  
Colour | PB | 104pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YFQ;YFN;YFC;YFB 
CBMC code: B3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Yorkshire 
Illustrator location: London

Month: Aug | 9781800901452 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+  
Colour | PB | 104pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YXE;YFQ;YFS;YFN 
CBMC code: B3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: London 
Illustrator location: Bristol

Supernan’s Day Out
Phil Earle
With illustrations by Steve May

An unexpected family secret has hilarious consequences 
in this action-packed story — perfect for superhero fans.

Plane crashes, robberies and fires were not what Stanley was 
expecting on a day out at the seaside with his nan and the other 
residents of her care home! Obviously, Nan doesn’t know about his 
superpowers, so stepping in to help would blow Super Stan’s cover.

Luckily, though, another mysterious superhero seems to be on hand, 
saving the day. But who could it possibly be?

Dimple and the Boo
Pip Jones
With illustrations by Paula Bowles

Dimple the gnome is upset and he doesn’t know how 
to talk about it. A delightful new Little Gem from the 
bestselling author of Squishy McFluff.

Oh dear, Dimple the Gnome is having a very bad day and he just 
can’t find the right words to tell anyone how he’s feeling. Then 
Dimple finds the Boo, who lets everyone know what’s going on. 
But the Boo’s rude words and naughty noises just get Dimple into 
trouble. Can Dimple find another way to express himself?

9781781128503

9781781129074
9781781129517

9781781126844

4 | Little Gems
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LITTLE GEMS

First chapter books in colour by big-name authors and 
illustrators, with easy-read font, layouts and paper

Month: Sep | 9781800901438 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+ | Colour  
PB | 88pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YXHB;YFQ;YXE;YFM;YFB 
CBMC code: B3N79 | Rights: World excl. N. America (Eng.)  
Author location: Suffolk | Illustrator location: Yorkshire

Month: Oct | 9781800901285 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+  
Colour | PB | 88pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YFS;YFB;YFQ;5HRD 
CBMC code: B3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Brighton

Sidney Makes a Wish
Lisa Thompson
With illustrations by Jess Rose

Friendship appears where it’s least expected in this 
heartwarming first book for younger readers from the 
award-winning author of The Goldfish Boy.

When Sidney spots a wishing well in the long grass on his way to 
school, he thinks he might have found the answer to the problems 
he’s having with his friend Billy. If he can just wish for exactly the 
right thing, then surely Billy will want to be friends with him again? 

But as Sidney makes his wishes, what he doesn’t realise is that the 
friend he’s longing for has been beside him all the time ...

“One of our most inventive writers for children” THE TIMES

Carnival of the Clocks
Nick Sharratt
Superstar illustrator Nick Sharratt takes inspiration from 
a celebration of the winter solstice in this charming and 
colourful Little Gem.

On a dark winter’s evening at the end of December, something 
strange is happening in the school playground. Lessons finished 
long ago, but there are lots of children still at school and they’re all 
carrying ... clocks! What’s going on? Join the children and find out as 
they celebrate the winter solstice on the shortest day of the year – 
marching through the town in the Carnival of the Clocks!

9781781128275

9781800900011

SEP/OCT
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Month: Jan | Illustrator: Sònia Albert | 9781800900851  
£6.99 | 4U2READ 7–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | PB   
64pp | B format | BIC code: YFP;YFN;YFB; 5AR | CBMC code: 
C3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Devon

Month: Aug | Illustrator: Sònia Albert | 9781800900936 
£6.99 | 4U2READ 7–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | PB   
64pp | B format | BIC code: YFP;YFR;YXD;YXHB;5AR  
CBMC code: C3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Devon

A charming new series about the growing friendship 
between a girl and pony brings a fresh perspective to the 
world of horse-riding. 

Making Friends
Meg treasures every moment that she gets to spend riding, and she 
has always longed for a pony of her own.

She knows Mum and Dad can’t afford a pony – they can’t even 
afford her weekly riding lessons any more. But on the morning of her 
tenth birthday, Meg looks out of the window to see an unbelievable 
sight … a pony standing in the front garden. Have all of Meg’s wishes 
come true?

Showing Off
When Meg decides to take Merlin to the local Woodford Show, she’s 
too self-conscious about her second-hand riding gear to enter any of 
the showing events. Instead, the handy pony class with its obstacle 
course looks perfect for them – until Meg realises they’re going to be 
competing against stuck-up Sam Houseman from school, who is as 
perfectly turned out as her beautiful horse.

Once the events are underway, however, Meg realises that 
appearances can be deceptive and that friendship can be found in 
unexpected places.

Praise for Meg and Merlin:

“A gorgeous girl-meets-pony story that will go straight to the 
heart of young horse lovers” LOVEREADING4KIDS

“This book has lovely illustrations as well as lovely writing” 
TOPPSTA REVIEWER, AGED 6

“An absolute delight from start to finish ... I can’t wait for 
Meg and Merlin’s next adventure” NETGALLEY

Meg and Merlin
Tanya Landman

7-12 FICTION 

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

JAN/AUG

6 | 7–12 Fiction



Ted Rules the World
Frank Cottrell-Boyce
Ted thinks there’s something fishy going on. Ever since his birthday, when he got a 
special loyalty card at the local shop, all his great ideas are being thought of by the 
new Prime Minister too. Now there’s laws about walking to school and everyone has 
Mondays off! Could the shop’s market-research lady have anything to do with it? And if 
Ted has become a Leader, shouldn’t he start thinking up proper laws to save the world?

Month: Jan | Illustrator: Cate James | Cover illustration: Chris Riddell | 9781800901032 | £6.99 | 4U2READ 7–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W  
 PB | 64pp | B format | BIC code: 5AR;YFB;YFQ | CBMC code: C3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Merseyside 

All About Ella
Sally Nicholls
Sam is sick, and Ella is sick of Sam. Life seems to revolve around his hospital 
appointments, his medication and his need for peace and quiet. No one thinks about 
what Ella wants or needs – no one seems to care. They don’t even know what day 
she was born on. In the end, Ella decides she doesn’t care if Sam gets sicker, but 
when it happens, she finds she cares an awful lot ...

Month: Mar | Illustrator: Hannah Coulson | 9781800901056 | £6.99 | 4U2READ 7–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | PB | 64pp | B format  
BIC code: 5AR;YFN;YFB;YXFM | CBMC code: C3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Liverpool

The Fish in the Bathtub
Eoin Colfer
Little Lucja’s Grandpa Feliks has seen off the German army and the Communists, and 
now he is looking forward to a long and peaceful retirement. He plans to begin with 
a tasty Christmas Eve dinner of carp. But when the carp arrives alive and takes up 
residence in the bathtub and Lucja’s heart, has Grandpa Feliks finally met his match?

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Peter Bailey | 9781800901049 | £6.99 | 4U2READ 7–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | PB | 72pp | B format  
BIC code: 5AR;YFN;YFB;YFP | CBMC code: C3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Dublin

My Friend’s A Gris-Kwok
Malorie Blackman
Mike had no idea that his best friend Alex was a Gris-kwok – someone who can turn 
into any animal he chooses! But Mike’s naughty little sister Molly is a Gris-kwok too. 
Alex and Mike are about to take on the worst babysitting job in the world!

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Andy Rowland | 9781800901629 | £6.99 | 4U2READ 7–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | PB | 72pp | B format  
BIC code: 5AR;YFB;YFQ;YFH;YFN | CBMC code: C3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Kent

7-12 FICTION – NEW EDITIONS

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

JAN/MAR/OCT

7–12 Fiction | 7



8–12 NON-FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly non-fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

8 | Non-Fiction

Month: Apr | Illustrator: Stefano Tambellini | 9781800900073 
£6.99 | 8–12 Non-Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 96pp | B format 
BIC code: YNH;YNHD;YN;5AR | CBMC code: D5N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Suffolk

Month: Sep | Illustrator: Stefano Tambellini | 9781800900943 
£6.99 | 8–12 Non-Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format 
BIC code: YNH;YNM;YN;YNHD;5AR | CBMC code: D5N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Suffolk

Gripping historical accounts brought brilliantly to life in 
this fact-filled, highly illustrated series from a Blue Peter 
Book Award winning author. 

Tutankhamun’s Treasure
On 4 November 1922, a young Egyptian boy working on Howard 
Carter’s archaeological dig in the Valley of the Kings stumbled across 
a strange piece of rock. On closer inspection it turned out to be 
a stone step that would lead Carter to a long-lost tomb – and to 
treasures beyond his wildest dreams.

The tomb belonged to boy pharaoh Tutankhamun and remains one 
of the most important archaeological discoveries of all time. In his 
enthralling account of Carter’s long and determined quest, David 
Long explains how his amazing discoveries have told us so much 
about life in Ancient Egypt.

Everest
Everest is the world’s highest mountain, towering like an icy giant 
over the Himalayas. For the millions of people living nearby, it has 
always been a magical place, known as “Goddess Mother of the 
World” or the “Peak of Heaven”. To explorers and adventurers, it 
represents a perilous but thrilling challenge to be conquered.

In this exhilarating account by award-winning author David Long, 
he looks back at the first attempts by international mountaineers to 
reach the fabled summit, many of which ended in death and disaster

“David Long excels at  
telling intriguing stories  
from the past”   
THE INDEPENDENT

Incredible True Stories
David Long

9781781129661

9781781129388
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Month: Jan | Illustrator: Pam Smy | 9781800900493 | £6.99  
8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 88pp | B format | BIC code: 
YFT;YFH;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World 
Author location: Kent

The Mermaid in the 
Millpond
Lucy Strange
History and myth entwine in this 
atmospheric tale of freedom and friendship 
from a dream author-illustrator pairing.

Bess has left the London workhouse behind for a job 
at a rural cotton mill. But life at the mill is hard and 
cruel – a far cry from the fresh start Bess hoped for. 
The only way to survive is to escape, but the mill is 
like a prison with no way out.

Meanwhile, rumours are spreading about a vicious 
creature that lurks in the millpond. Bess is sure it’s all 
nonsense, until one night she sees something stir in 
the murky water ...

Praise for The Mermaid in the Millpond:

“A slight but poignant novella ... We need a follow-up” THE TIMES, 

CHILDREN’S BOOK OF THE WEEK

“Evocative and eerie ... Another bite-size delight from Barrington 
Stoke” KAREN McCOMBIE

“[An] evocative slice of historical drama ... transports us from our world 
to an almost timeless zone of wonder” THE BOOKBAG

Lucy Strange is the bestselling children’s author of titles including The Secret 
of Nightingale Wood and Our Castle by the Sea, which was nominated for the 
Carnegie Medal, shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize and  
chosen as the first ever Independent Booksellers’ Children’s Book of the Month.

©
 Claudine Sinnett

8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

JAN
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8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

JAN

Month: Jan | Illustrator: Chris King | 9781800900837 | £6.99  
8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 128pp | B format | BIC code: 
YFG;YFC;YFD;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World 
Author location: Newcastle

The Horror of 
Dunwick Farm
Dan Smith
What’s creeping around down on the farm? 
Crooked Oak’s mystery-solving team return 
with another spine-tingling adventure.

When an unidentified plane crashes in the fields next 
to Dunwick Farm in Crooked Oak, it quickly becomes 
clear that it was carrying some unusual cargo.

As people in the town fall suddenly ill and animals 
start behaving strangely, friends Pete, Krish and 
Nancy try to find out what was in the glass boxes on 
board the plane. But as they uncover the facts, the 
trio realise that they are becoming entangled in a 
terrifying web ...

Praise for The Horror of Dunwick Farm:

“I’ve loved this whole series ... and The Horror of Dunwick Farm is  
another cracker” JENNIFER KILLICK 

“I wasn’t quite prepared for shivers down my spine and shudders as I 
tried to shake off the feelings of dread that came over me as I raced 
through the pages” SCOPE FOR THE IMAGINATION

Dan Smith is the award-winning and bestselling author of books for both 
children and adults. His children’s titles, which include My Friend the Enemy and 
Boy X, have won him numerous accolades, including the Coventry Inspiration 
Book Award and the Essex Book Award, and nominations for the Branford 
Boase Award and the Young Quills Award.

9781781129876

9781781129203

10 | 8–12 Fiction



8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

FEB

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Tania Rex | 9781800900509 | £6.99 
8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 80pp | B format | BIC code: 
YFT;YFP;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: C3N79 | Rights: World  
Author location: Kent

Month: Feb | Illustrator: David Shephard | 9781800900622  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 80pp | B format   
BIC code: YFR;YFB;YFS;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Liverpool

Super Sub
Alan Gibbons
An action-packed football story accompanied by fascinating 
facts and historical detail about famous substitutes.

New boy Smithy can’t understand why everyone is so excited about a 
player on the football team called “Bengo”. He’s been absent for the 
first few games of the season and starts the next game on the bench, 
so surely he can’t be that special?

But when their coach sends Bengo on in Smithy’s place, Bengo is easily 
the best player he’s ever seen. So why is Bengo left on the bench so 
often, and why does he seem to bottle it when any strong tackles come 
his way?

“Feels completely authentic”  

LOVEREADING4KIDS

Bruno and Frida
Tony Bradman
Friendship forms in the midst of war in this poignant and 
gripping historical adventure.

East Prussia, 1945. As the Russian army advances further into Germany 
at the end of the Second World War, Bruno must flee his home to survive.

In the chaos, he finds himself face to face with a huge black dog 
strapped with explosives. The dog has been sent into battle by the 
Russian army and Bruno realises that she is just as scared and alone as 
he is. Faced with a perilous journey across war-torn Germany, will the 
bond formed between them be enough to keep Bruno and Frida alive?

“Beautiful and heartfelt”  

LANCASHIRE EVENING POST

9781781128565

9781781129609
9781781129630

8–12 Fiction | 11



8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

FEB

9781781128749

9781781128282

9781781129548

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Zanna Goldhawk | 9781800900615 
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format  
BIC code: YFN;YFP;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World 
Author location: Pembrokeshire

Song of the River
Gill Lewis
A project to re-introduce beavers brings a 
town together against a common threat in 
this touching tale from a master storyteller.

When a storm floods the valley where Cari and her 
mum live, destroying their home, things feel pretty 
bleak. But hope appears in an unexpected form.

Local nature rangers have a plan to reintroduce 
beavers into the area, as the changes that these 
amazing animals make to the waterways could 
prevent another flood.

Cari knows that she has to get involved. But with the 
project facing resistance from other locals, can she 
convince them to give the beavers a chance – and will 
it be enough to save her home from being destroyed 
for a second time?

Praise for Song of the River:

“One of children’s literature’s most accomplished writers of animal 
stories delivers a touching tale of environmental fragility ” WATERSTONES

“Another wonderful wild little story about the power of nature to heal 
... Hopeful and beautiful” JAMES HADDELL

Gill Lewis worked as a vet in the UK and across the world before becoming 
the acclaimed author of numerous books for children, including Swan Song, 
Eagle Warrior and Run Wild. Gill’s writing has earned her many awards such 
as the UKLA Children’s Book Award and the Little Rebels Award, and several 
nominations for prestigious awards including the CILIP Carnegie Medal.

12 | 8–12 Fiction
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8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

MAR

Month: Mar | Illustrator: August Ro | 9781800900110 | £6.99 
8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 96pp | B format | BIC code: 
YFH;YFB;YFN;YFT;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World  
Author location: Pembrokeshire

The Tide Singer
Eloise Williams
Strangers, storms and whispers of legendary 
sea people ... Williams skilfully interweaves 
nature and myth in her stunning Barrington 
Stoke debut.

As a terrible tempest rages through her town, 
Morwenna is left to take care of a stranger washed 
ashore. The storm is just another of many that have 
plagued the area for years, and locals blame the tide 
singers – legendary sea people who are said to charm 
storms with their singing.

Morwenna has never believed these tales, but 
left alone with the stranger, she realises this is no 
ordinary girl. Can the stories be true? And if so, 
can Morwenna save her from the anger of the local 
townsfolk seeking revenge?

Praise for The Tide Singer:

“So atmospheric ... Williams’ characters and world-building are 
extraordinary” ROACHIE’S REVIEWS

“A captivating fantasy with an important message for us all” EDSPIRE

Eloise Williams is an award-winning Welsh children’s writer. Having trained in 
theatre, she worked as an actress for a decade before completing a degree in 
Creative and Media Writing at Swansea University. She has since published 
several books for young people, including Gaslight and Seaglass. She was the 
inaugural Children’s Laureate Wales 2019–2021.

8–12 Fiction | 13



8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

MAR

9781781129432

9781781129814

Month: Mar | Illustrator: Natalie Smillie | 9781800900486 
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 112pp | B format  
BIC code: YFG;YFB;YFH;YFN;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Sussex / Lancashire

The Raven Riddle
Vashti Hardy
Grace and Tom are about to face their most 
challenging mission yet in an exciting new 
addition to The Griffin Gate series.

New recruit Tom Eely can’t wait to join warden Grace 
Griffin on their first crime-fighting mission together.

Eager to use their powerful gadgets and combat 
skills, Grace and Tom are hoping for an adventure. 
So a call to a quiet mountain village to sort out some 
bothersome birds isn’t quite what they had in mind.

But as the pair investigate, the situation becomes 
more puzzling – and more perilous. With lives at 
stake, Grace and Tom will need all their wit, skill and 
courage to solve the raven riddle …

Praise for The Griffin Gate series:

“An action-packed tale which readers will race through” THE SCOTSMAN

“A reading treat for all fantasy-loving middle graders” LANCASHIRE  

EVENING POST

“With monsters, mystery and a plucky young heroine, The Griffin Gate 
offers perfect fireside escapism” BIG ISSUE NORTH

Vashti Hardy is the critically acclaimed and bestselling author of children’s  
books including the Blue Peter Book Award winner Wildspark. Vashti’s other  
titles include the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize shortlisted Brightstorm  
and the FCBG Children’s Book Award shortlisted The Griffin Gate. 

SH
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Month: Apr | Illustrator: Kirsti Beautyman | 9781800900929  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 88pp | B format   
BIC code: YFR;YFB;YFN;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: West Sussex

Month: Mar | Illustrator: Anneli Bray | 9781800900554  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 88pp | B format   
BIC code: YFT;YFB;YFS;YFN;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: London

Fagin’s Girl
Karen McCombie
Fagin’s infamous gang comes to life once more in this 
exciting Oliver Twist-inspired adventure.

Orphan Ettie Shaw is all alone on the streets of London, with no home 
and no money. Her luck changes when she runs into her long-lost 
brother, Joe, who wants to look after her. But it’s tricky. Joe now works 
for a man called Fagin, along with lots of other boys. The only way Ettie 
can join him is if she disguises herself as a boy too.

At first Ettie doesn’t realise that Fagin’s gang are thieves. But soon 
Fagin demands that Ettie go out pickpocketing with Joe. Will the truth – 
and danger – come between brother and sister?

“Fascinating and informative”  

THE LETTERPRESS PROJECT

All to Play For
Eve Ainsworth
Acclaimed author Eve Ainsworth tackles the increasing 
expense of football for working-class kids in this touching 
story of family, community and beating the odds.

Lewis loves football more than anything else in the world, so he’s 
thrilled when his talent is spotted by a local coach.

But there are some serious obstacles in Lewis’s way. His mum doesn’t 
want him to play because she blames the game for a family tragedy. 
And even if Lewis can change her mind, there’s no way she’ll be able to 
afford the proper kit that he needs.

Will Lewis have the chance to follow his dreams?

9781781129456
8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

MAR/APR
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Month: May | Illustrator: Mark Beech | 9781800900820  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 88pp | B format   
BIC code: YFQ;YFB;YFS;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: London

Month: Apr | Illustrator: Michael Broad | 9781781129364  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 88pp | B format   
BIC code: YFR;YFS;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Brighton

Teamwork (Football Mad #4)
Paul Stewart
The Dale Juniors take to the pitch once more in the 
climactic final instalment of the Football Mad series.

Dale Juniors are three-time winners of the Langton Town football 
cup, but they’re about to face their hardest challenge – a battle for 
the Charity Cup. Against the girls’ team! 

But when the big day arrives, disaster strikes. The girls are a player 
short, and Scott is forced to switch sides. But where do his loyalties 
lie – with his old friends or with his new team? 

Hurly Burly: Macbeth 
Mayhem!
Ross Montgomery
Fair is foul and foul is fair in this laugh-out-loud, perfectly 
pitched introduction to Shakespeare’s Macbeth.

Beth has been looking forward to the prize-giving assembly all year. 
She’s won the prize for best-behaved pupil two years in a row. 

But as preparations continue for the ceremony, Beth finds out that 
she’s been pipped to the post by not one but two of her classmates. 

Best-behaved Beth cannot bear to lose, but as she puts her dastardly 
plans for revenge into action, she realises that villainy comes at a 
high cost! 

“Zany characters, a daft plot  
and plenty of humour combine  
to create a hugely entertaining  
tale” BOOKTRUST

9781781129357
9781781129616

9781781129340
9781781129210

9781781129302
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Month: Jun | Illustrator: Steve Cole | 9781800901230   
£7.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 128pp | B format  
BIC code: YXZG;YFB;YFC;YXN;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Aylesbury

Stitched Up
Steve Cole
The horrific real-life cost of fast fashion is 
exposed in this gripping tale of survival.

When twelve-year-old Hanh is offered a job as a shop 
assistant in Hanoi, she sees it as a chance to earn 
money to send back to her family living in poverty 
in rural Vietnam. But on her arrival in the city, she 
soon learns that the job offer was a lie and finds 
herself working in virtual slavery in an illegal garment 
factory.

Life in this sweatshop is a daily hell of long hours, 
little rest, poor food and regular violence. Hanh 
is desperate to escape, but when an opportunity 
arises will she be able to find the courage to take a 
dangerous chance?

Praise for Steve Cole:

“An accessible and important book that opens a window on the world” 
THE LETTERPRESS PROJECT ON WELCOME TO TRASHLAND

“Powerful and absolutely gripping … a wake-up call for young readers” 
LOVEREADING4KIDS ON WORLD BURN DOWN

“Vivid and visceral, with nuanced characterisation and evocative 
descriptions that make a global issue feel deeply personal” CBI ON TIN BOY

Steve Cole is a bestselling children’s author. His various book series include Z. 
Rex, Thieves Like Us, Doctor Who and the three-million-copy-selling Young Bond 
series. In other careers he has worked as an editor of books and magazines for 
readers of all ages.

9781781129463

9781781128725

9781781129821
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9781781129180

Month: Jun | Illustrator: Peter Bunzl | 9781800900806 
£7.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 112pp | B format  
BIC code: YFT;YFB;YFN;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World 
Author location: London

The Clockwork 
Queen
Peter Bunzl
Sophie must play the role of the Clockwork 
Queen in order to free her father in this 
page-turning historical adventure from the 
award-winning author of Cogheart.

Chess prodigy Sophie Peshka inherited her love of 
the game from her grandmaster father. But now 
that he has been imprisoned in the dungeons of the 
Winter Palace in St Petersburg by powerful Empress 
Catherine the Great, Sophie must use all her strategic 
skill and cunning to help him escape.

Part of Sophie’s plan involves an incredible chess-
playing automaton called the Clockwork Queen, 
but will the Queen be able to outwit the Empress 
in a game where the stakes are a matter of life and 
death?

Praise for Featherlight:

“A beautiful weaving of myth, magic and history, an absolute joy to 
read” SOPHIE ANDERSON

“A beautiful story of bravery and hope … Gorgeous!” LISA THOMPSON

“A gorgeous, heartfelt, hopeful story” EMMA CARROLL

Peter Bunzl started his career as an animator and film-maker. He is now best 
known as the award-winning and bestselling children’s author of the Cogheart 
series. Peter’s debut novel, Cogheart, was nominated for several prestigious 
awards, including the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize, the Branford Boase 
Award and the Carnegie Medal.

©
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Month: Jul | Illustrator: Richard Johnson | 9781800900981   
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format  
BIC code: YFP;YFM;YFN;YXA;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: London

Birdsong
Katya Balen
The blackbirds’ song uplifts and restores in 
this captivating novella from one of the most 
exciting voices in children’s fiction.

After a devastating car crash, Annie is unable to play 
her flute and retreats from the music she’s always 
loved.

She exists in a world of angry silence – furious with 
her mum and furious she can’t seem to play her 
beloved flute any more. 

Then she meets Noah, who shows her the blackbirds’ 
nest hidden in the scrubland near their flats. As 
their friendship grows, the blackbirds’ glorious song 
reignites Annie’s passion for music. But when tragedy 
strikes again, will her fragile progress be put at risk?

Praise for Katya Balen and October, October:

“A very special new addition to the shelf and deserves classic status” 
THE TIMES

“Quite simply one of the most beautiful books I’ve ever read”  
KIRAN MILWOOD HARGRAVE

“Written with the pen of a poet and the soul of Mother Earth. 
Glorious. It’s like nothing else I’ve ever read” LIZ HYDER

Katya Balen is a rising star in children’s publishing in the UK. Her first book,  
The Space We’re In, was longlisted for the Carnegie Medal and shortlisted for 
the Branford Boase Award, while October, October, described by The Times as 
“a future wild classic”, has been shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal.

©
 Patrick Sim
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Month: Jul | Illustrator: Jez Tuya | 9781800900998  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format  
BIC code: YFS;YFM;YNP;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World 
Author location: London

Hetty and the Battle 
of the Books
Anna James
A passionate campaign brings four best 
friends back together in this uplifting love 
letter to libraries.

The library is Hetty’s very favourite place in school, 
and since falling out with her best friends Ali, Mei and 
Rocket she’s been spending even more time there. So 
she’s absolutely horrified when she learns that her 
head teacher is planning to close it down, claiming 
there aren’t enough funds to keep the library going.

There’s no way Hetty’s going to sit back and let this 
happen. But can she repair her broken friendships and 
build support for her library campaign?

Let the Battle of the Books commence!

Praise for Anna James and the Pages & Co. series:

“A delight from first page to last” MAIL ON SUNDAY

“A lovely and enchanting read, whether you’re 9 years old or 49 years 
old” BELFAST TELEGRAPH

“A true delight for book-lovers” KATHERINE WOODFINE

Anna James is a writer and journalist, best known for her bestselling children’s 
series Pages & Co. Before becoming an author she worked in a range of 
book-focused jobs, including roles as a school librarian, literary scout and  
book news editor at The Bookseller. 

©
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Month: Jul | Illustrator: Louise Forshaw | 9781800900905   
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format  
BIC code: YFN;YFQ;YFS;YXL;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Walsall

Picture Perfect
Serena Patel
A quest for screen-free family time leads 
to camping chaos in this hilarious and 
light-hearted comedy from the author of 
Anisha, Accidental Detective.

Sonal needs to capture a great family picture for her 
school photography project but it’s impossible when 
everyone’s always so busy! Luckily they’re heading off 
on a family camping trip which should provide lots of 
great photo opportunities  … shouldn’t it? 

Faced with an enforced digital detox, will Sonal’s 
family come together and have fun … or will the trip 
end in complete disaster?

Praise for Serena Patel and Anisha, Accidental Detective:

“Feel-good joy” WATERSTONES

“The chaotic warmth of an eccentric extended family underpins this 
exhilarating romp” DAILY MAIL

“A fabulously funny mystery” SUNDAY EXPRESS

Serena Patel is the author of the bestselling Anisha, Accidental Detective 
series, the first of which won the Sainsbury’s Children’s Book Award in 2020. 
Her books revolve around friendship and family, and she believes all children 
deserve to feel seen in the stories that they read. 

©
 Tania M
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Month: Sep | Illustrator: Lee Cosgrove | 9781800901070 
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format   
BIC code: YFQ;YFB;YFC;YFN;YXL;YXFM; 5AR  
CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Brighton

The Day My Family 
Disappeared
Jo Simmons
Home Alone meets Adrian Mole in this hilarious madcap 
adventure from the bestselling author of I Swapped My 
Brother on the Internet.

Bob Bunyon is fed up. In a family full of artists and performers, he’s 
the one with no talent, the one bypassed by the creativity gene – 
and his four siblings just won’t let him forget it. Finally sick of being 
taunted for being so “normal”, Bob wishes that his family would all 
just disappear, but he doesn’t really expect his wish to come true! 
When he wakes the next day to find everyone gone, Bob’s initial 
delight quickly turns to worry. Does he have supernatural powers? 
Is he the only survivor of a zombie apocalypse or an alien invasion? 
Gathering all his courage, and employing survival skills learned from 
TV endurance shows, Bob sets out to find his missing family ...

Month: Jul | Illustrator: Katy Halford | 9781800901094 
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 88pp | B format   
BIC code: YFQ;YFP;YFR;YFS;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Edinburgh

Noodle the Doodle Wins 
the Day
Jonathan Meres
Noodle causes mayhem as Sports Day arrives at  
Wigley Primary – and a new friend adds even more 
mischief in this adorable canine caper.

It’s Sports Day at Wigley Primary and everyone is excited to take part 
in unusual events like book balancing, frisbee tossing and seeing who 
can race in the most layers of clothes! Of course Noodle the doodle 
is desperate to join in all the fun, but when he gets a new partner-in-
crime, Daniel the spaniel, are the canine capers going to spiral out of 
control or can Noodle win the day …?

“Another tail-wagging success ...  
it is an absolute joy to spend  
time with Noodle”  

A WORD ABOUT BOOKS

9781800900189

9781781129531
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Month: Aug | Illustrator: Tom Clohosy Cole | 9781800901063 
£7.99 | 8–12 Fiction | B&W | 208pp | B format  
BIC code: YFT;YFN;YFY;YXG;YXZW;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Halifax

Resist
Tom Palmer
Multi-award-winning author Tom Palmer 
shines a light on life under wartime 
occupation in a story inspired by the 
childhood of Hollywood legend Audrey 
Hepburn.

As the brutal Second World War stretches on with 
no end in sight, life for ordinary Dutch people in 
the Nazi-occupied Netherlands is fraught with peril 
and hardship. There is very little to eat and the 
population lives under the constant threat of arrest 
and enslavement.

After the murder of her beloved uncle and the capture 
of her brother by the Germans, Edda is determined to 
do anything she can to help the resistance fight back 
against their oppressors. But what can a teenage girl 
do and how much risk is she willing to take?

Praise for Tom Palmer:

“One of the very finest historical storytellers for children” PHIL EARLE 

“The best children’s fiction book I’ve yet read about the Holocaust”  

TIM ROBERTSON, CEO ANNE FRANK TRUST UK, ON AFTER THE WAR

“Powerfully poignant .. not to be missed” THE READER TEACHER ON 

ARMISTICE RUNNER

Tom Palmer was a reluctant reader as a child and credits articles about football 
with getting him into reading. He is now the multi-award-winning author of 
many books for young readers, including the Young Quills Award winner After the 
War and FCBG Children’s Book Award winners Armistice Runner and D-Day Dog. 
In 2019 Tom was awarded the National Literacy Trust’s Ruth Rendell Award in 
recognition of his significant contribution to literacy work in the UK.
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Month: Sep | Illustrator: Katie Hickey | 9781781129227   
£7.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 120pp | B format  
BIC code: YFY;YFT;YXN;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Hastings

Journey Back to 
Freedom
Catherine Johnson
From the horrors of the slave trade to a book 
that changed the world, Catherine Johnson 
celebrates the incredible life of Olaudah 
Equiano in this gripping true story.

Born in what is now Nigeria in 1745, Olaudah 
Equiano’s peaceful childhood was brought to an 
abrupt end when he was captured and enslaved 
aged 11. He spent much of the next eight years 
of his life at sea, seeing action in the Seven Years’ 
War. When he was finally able to buy his freedom, 
he went on to become a prominent member of the 
abolition movement and in 1789 published one of 
the first books by a Black African writer. Journey 
Back to Freedom focuses on Equiano’s early life, 
demonstrating the resilience of the human spirit and 
one man’s determination to be free.

Praise for Race to the Frozen North:

“Catherine Johnson is the grand master of historical fiction for 
children; her prose is warm and wise and utterly gripping”  
KATHERINE RUNDELL, THE GUARDIAN

“Wonderful … a great addition to the genre”  THE LETTERPRESS PROJECT

Catherine Johnson is a screenwriter and bestselling author of several books 
for children and young adults. Shortlisted for the 2020 UKLA Book Awards, 
Race to the Frozen North is a perennial bestseller with sales of over 40,000 
to date. Her acclaimed novel Sawbones won the Young Quills Award for 
Historical Fiction, and The Curious Tale of the Lady Caraboo was nominated for 
the CILIP Carnegie Medal and the YA Book Prize. Catherine is a Fellow of the 
Royal Society of Literature.

9781781128404
©
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The Bench
An old man sits on a bench and feeds 

the birds. A boy makes friends with the 

old man. But is there something odd 

about this meeting?

Ghost in the House
Adam dares Josh to spend the night 

in a haunted house. Josh dares Adam 

back. Who can stay all night?

Lion on the Loose
There are big paw prints in the woods. 

There are big paw prints in the garden. 

Is there a lion on the loose?

Not A Good Look
Kim has a hot date. But then disaster 

strikes! Will Kim have to miss her date 

after all?

Date with Danger
A seemingly innocent trip to the 

beach for Carla and Ben sparks some 

revelations about the past. Can they 

forgive each other?

Lights in the Mirror
The blue car keeps following Max and 

his mum. It’s creepy. Who is in the car, 

and what do they want?

Missing
Greg has lost all his things. He thinks 

Rob has taken them. But Rob says it 

wasn’t him. What is going on in the 

house?

The Wrong Wheels
Troy loves to show off. He loves to 

boast about his money and his dad’s 

new car. Will Troy ever learn his 

lesson?

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Kevin Hopgood | 9781800901315 
£6.99 | Teen SEN Fiction | Reading age 6 | B&W | PB | 32pp  
B format | BIC code: 5AR;YFB;YFD;YFU | CBMC code: E3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Cambridge

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Kevin Hopgood | 9781800901339 
£6.99 | Teen SEN Fiction | Reading age 6 | B&W | PB | 32pp  
B format | BIC code: 5AR;YFB;YFD;YQF | CBMC code: E3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Nottinghamshire

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Alan Marks | 9781800901353  
£6.99 | Teen SEN Fiction | Reading age 6 | B&W | PB | 32pp  
B format | BIC code: 5AR;YFN;YFB;YFD | CBMC code: E3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Nottinghamshire

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Julia Page | 9781800901377 | £6.99 
Teen SEN Fiction | Reading age 6 | B&W | PB | 32pp | B format 
BIC code: 5AR;YFB;YFM;YFQ | CBMC code: E3N79   
Rights: World | Author location: Nottinghamshire

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Julia Page | 9781800901322 | £6.99 
Teen SEN Fiction | Reading age 6 | B&W | PB |32pp | B format 
BIC code: 5AR;YFB;YFM | CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World 
Author location: Cambridge

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Alan Marks | 9781800901346   
£6.99 | Teen SEN Fiction | Reading age 6 | B&W | PB |32pp B 
format | BIC code: 5AR;YFD;YFB | CBMC code: E3N79  
Rights: World Author location: Nottinghamshire

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Nigel Dobbyn | 9781800901360 
£6.99 | Teen SEN Fiction | Reading age 6 | B&W | PB | 32pp  
B format | BIC code: 5AR;YFB;YFCF | CBMC code: E3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Nottinghamshire

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Julia Page | 9781800901384 | £6.99 
Teen SEN Fiction | Reading age 6 | B&W | PB | 32pp | B format 
BIC code: 5AR;YFB;YFN;YFS | CBMC code: E3N79   
Rights: World | Author location: Nottinghamshire

Jo Browning Wroe

C. L. Tompsett

RA6 TEEN FICTION – NOW SOLD SEPARATELY

Accessible, super-short stories with mature content 
for 11+ struggling readers 
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RA7 TEEN FICTION – NEW EDITIONS

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly, illustrated   
short novels by the cream of UK writing talent

OCT

The Mystery of Me
Karen McCombie
Karen McCombie explores identity, friendship and fresh starts in 
this touching tale.

Ketty doesn’t remember anything about the accident, or much from before. 
The doctors say her memories will come back, but in the meantime school is a 
frightening and confusing place. Otis seems to be her only friend – he’s kind and 
caring, funny too. And he may hold the key to remembering the old Ketty ... But 
will Ketty recognise or even like the girl she used to be? 

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Cathy Brett | 9781800901643 | £7.99 | Teen SEN Fiction | Reading age 7 | PB | 104pp | B format  
BIC code: YFS;YFB;YFM;YXL;YXS;5AR | CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: London

The Ghost of Shadow Vale
Jonathan Stroud
A monstrous battle rages in this action-packed adventure inspired by 
an Icelandic legend.

In a land of ice and a vale of snow, a community is under threat from a ghostly 
menace. Glam was a monster-slayer. He killed the monster in Shadow Vale. But 
now Glam’s ghost roams the frozen wastes, killing anyone who crosses his path. 
Can brave warrior Grettir face down the horror who was once a hero?

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Siku | 9781800901650 | £7.99 | Teen SEN Fiction | Reading age 7 | PB | 104pp | B format  
BIC code: YFD;YFB;YFC;YFH;YFU;5AR | CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Hertfordshire

The Knight’s Kiss
Sally Nicholls
An arranged marriage interferes with star-crossed love in this sweeping 
medieval romance.

Lady Elinor of Hardford Castle has fallen in love for the first time – with Dan, her 
cousin and knight-in-training. But her father has other plans. She must marry his 
friend, Sir William of Hale – and he’s nearly 50! Elinor must draw on all her skills 
to work out a solution to her dilemma. Can she change her father’s mind? And 
will she ever get to marry Dan?

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Nadiyah Suyatna | 9781800901636 | £7.99 | Teen SEN Fiction | Reading age 7 | PB | 104pp | B format  
BIC code: YFM;YFB;YFT;YFU;5AR | CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Liverpool
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Month: Mar |9781800900899 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction | Reading age 8  
PB | 136pp | B format | BIC code: YFCF;YFB;YFCB;YFM;YFN;YFS;5AR  
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: France

Wrath
Marcus Sedgwick
Multi-award-winning author Marcus 
Sedgwick makes his Barrington Stoke debut 
with an unsettling and truly compelling 
novella about the delicate balance of our 
connection to each other and the planet that 
we call home.

WRATH: extreme anger or rage

Cassie Cotton has always been unusual, a bit 
different – but this only makes her more intriguing to 
her classmate Fitz.

Cassie can hear a noise that most people don’t notice 
or recognise, and she believes it’s a sound that shows 
the Earth is in distress, damaged by human activity 
that is causing climate change.

When this belief leads to her being ridiculed 
and bullied at school, Cassie disappears. Fitz is 
determined to find her, but he has no idea where to 
start looking, or if he’ll be in time to help her ...

Praise for Wrath:

“Brilliantly unsettling” SARAH CROSSAN

“Such a delicately wrought and cleverly done piece of climate fiction ... 
Really beautiful” LAUREN JAMES

“Meaningful. Powerful. Wonderful” TOM PALMER

Marcus Sedgwick is the bestselling author of over 40 books for adults and 
young people, including Midwinterblood and The Monsters We Deserve. He has 
won multiple prestigious awards, including the Michael L. Printz Award, the 
Branford Boase Award, the BookTrust Teenage Prize and the Blue Peter Book 
Award, and has been shortlisted for over 40 others, including the Carnegie 
Medal and the Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize. Marcus has been announced as 
one of the two UK nominations for the 2022 Hans Christian Andersen Award.
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Month: Apr | 9781800900875 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction | Reading age 8  
PB | 128pp | B format | BIC code: YFN;YFB;YFM;5AR  
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: London

Say No to the Dress
Keren David
Join a bridesmaid’s hilarious journey to the 
altar in this sharp-witted story of family, 
friendship and embracing your true self, no 
matter what you’re forced to wear.

Miri is fourteen and in the last year she’s been 
mugged by puberty. She’s grown six inches, expanded 
in all directions, her breasts are out of control, and 
she’s prone to random eruptions of spots.

Life already feels like a nightmare and now she’s been 
asked to act as a bridesmaid for two of her siblings. 
Two weddings and two bridesmaid dresses – could 
things get any worse? ...

Praise for Keren David:

“This short, snappy and entertaining book has an irresistible premise”  
BOOKTRUST ON THE DISCONNECT

“An uplifting, authentically voiced novella” LOVEREADING4KIDS ON  

TRUE SISTERS

“Astute, thought-provoking” THE BOOKSELLER ON THE DISCONNECT

Keren David’s compelling debut YA novel, When I Was Joe, won six regional 
awards and was shortlisted for the Branford Boase and UKLA awards. Her 
books have been nominated for the Carnegie Medal five times. Her Barrington 
Stoke titles include the critically acclaimed The Liar’s Handbook, True Sisters and 
The Disconnect. Keren is Features Editor at the Jewish Chronicle. 

9781781128558

9781781128299
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Month: May | 9781800901018 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction | Reading age 8  
PB | 128pp | B format | BIC code: YFN;YXN;YXZ;5AR  
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Hastings

Needle
Patrice Lawrence
A powerful and heart-rending exploration of 
a teenager’s journey through grief, rage and 
getting caught in the criminal justice system.

Charlene is a demon knitter. It’s the only thing she 
enjoys and the only thing she believes she’s really 
good at.

So when her foster mum’s son destroys her latest 
creation, Charlene loses it and stabs him in the hand 
with her knitting needle. It damages a nerve and 
she gets sucked into the criminal justice system for 
assault.

Charlene’s not sorry and she’s never apologised to 
anyone in her life. But people keep telling her that if 
she says sorry, they’ll go easier on her. Can she bring 
herself to say it and not mean it when her freedom’s 
at stake?

Praise for Patrice Lawrence:

“Truly brilliant” MALORIE BLACKMAN

“One of our finest writers of contemporary YA, with an enviable knack 
for complex, believable characters” THE BOOKSELLER

“Fresh and important ... Patrice Lawrence is a hot name in publishing” 
THE TIMES

Patrice Lawrence is a bestselling and multi-award-winning author for children 
and young adults. Her debut YA novel Orangeboy, won the YA Book Prize, the 
Waterstones Children’s Book Prize for Older Readers, and was shortlisted for 
the Costa Children’s Book Award. Her other novels include Indigo Donut, the 
Jhalak Prize-winner Eight Pieces of Silva and Carnegie Medal longlisted Rat. In 
2021, Patrice was awarded an MBE for Services to Literature.
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Month: Jun | 9781800901087 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction | Reading age 8 
B&W | 128pp | B format | BIC code: YFT;YFB;YFN;YXN;YXZW;5AR  
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Devon

The Battle of Cable 
Street
Tanya Landman
Elsie witnesses the rise of antisemitic fascism 
in 1930s London in this gripping and timely 
historical drama from a Carnegie Medal 
winning author.

Life has always been tough on the streets of Stepney, 
where Elsie and her brother Mikey are growing up in 
a vermin-infested slum nicknamed “Paradise”.

But the rise of antisemitic fascist Oswald Mosley and 
his Blackshirts in the 1930s stirs up trouble between 
families who have lived closely together for years, 
and Elsie sees friendships torn apart.

When Elsie and Mikey attend a Mosley rally, 
intending to heckle and cause trouble, they soon see 
how dangerous the situation has become, but out 
in the streets the fascists find that people will stand 
and fight against them and against hatred in what 
becomes the dramatic Battle of Cable Street.

Praise for Tanya Landman:

“Landman is known for her ferocious, affecting historical fiction …  
this is one of her best” THE GUARDIAN ON ONE SHOT

“One of our most accomplished writers for young people”  
BOOKS FOR KEEPS

“Landman writes with pace, passion and expertise” THE TIMES

Tanya Landman is renowned for her thought-provoking, prize-winning novels 
including the beautifully “deft and dark” Carnegie Medal winning Buffalo 
Soldier. In 2019 she won the Scottish Teenage Book Prize for her critically 
acclaimed novella One Shot. Tanya says that she loves how writing allows her 
to daydream – something she was always in trouble for at school! 

TEEN FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly short novels 
by the cream of UK writing talent
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Praise for Pride and Prejudice:

“[A] fine, concise, dramatic retelling ... will be enjoyed as an 
engaging love story by many young readers” THE LETTERPRESS 

PROJECT

“A lovely introduction for younger readers from a long-time 
fan of Austen. A great way to get younger readers into classic 
fiction” NETGALLEY

Laura Wood is a bestselling and award-winning author of books for children 
and young adults. She has a PhD in English Literature from the University of 
Warwick and in 2014 was awarded the the Montegrappa Scholastic Prize 
for New Children’s Writing. Laura’s books for teen readers include the Poppy 
Pym series, Vote for Effie and A Sky Painted Gold.

Pride and Prejudice: 
A Retelling
Laura Wood
Elizabeth Bennet and Mr Darcy’s romance 
comes to life once more in a stunning and 
truly accessible retelling of Austen’s beloved 
classic.

Witty, intelligent Elizabeth Bennet has no desire for a 
marriage of convenience.

And when she meets the handsome, wealthy Mr 
Darcy, her opinion of him is quickly set: he is aloof, 
selfish and proud – the last man in the world she 
would ever marry. Until their paths cross again, 
and again, and the pair begin to realise that first 
impressions can be flawed …

But as Elizabeth and Darcy become entangled in a 
dance through the strict hierarchies of society, will 
there be space for true love to bloom?
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Praise for Barrington Stoke

“I have always admired the team at 
Barrington Stoke, their passion for stories 

and for making stories accessible”  

SIR MICHAEL MORPURGO

“Outstanding” THE TIMES

“You have given my children one of the most 
special gifts ever: to read!” PARENT 

“No other publisher can match this 
combination of design brilliance, editorial 

expertise and authorial distinction”  
ANTHONY McGOWAN

“Barrington Stoke publishes short books from 
top-notch authors ... [with] a type so clean 

you could eat a currant bun off it” THE TIMES

“Well done, Barrington Stoke. Without your 
books we would not have so many keen and 

enthusiastic readers” LIBRARIAN

“Since being introduced to your range of 
books he is reading with enjoyment for the 

first time in his life” PARENT

“One of the most important  
publishers ever – have enabled  

so many readers” TEACHER

www.barringtonstoke.co.uk  @BarringtonStoke

Barrington Stoke 

18 Walker Street, Edinburgh EH3 7LP

info@barringtonstoke.co.uk 
rights@barringtonstoke.co.uk 
press@barringtonstoke.co.uk 
schools@barringtonstoke.co.uk 
marketing@barringtonstoke.co.uk

T: 0131 225 4113

UK Trade Enquiries 

Bounce Sales and Marketing 
320 City Road, London EC1V 2NZ

sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

T: 0207 138 3650

Export Sales Enquiries 

AUSTRALIA 
enquiries@murdochbooks.com.au 
T: 02 8425 0100

NEW ZEALAND 
auckland@allenandunwin.com 
T: 00 64 9 375 7190

ALL OTHER TERRITORIES 
Faber and Faber Ltd 
Bloomsbury House 
74-77 Great Russell Street 
London  
WC1B 3DA 
UNITED KINGDOM

gaexport@faber.co.uk 
T: 0207 927 3800

Trade orders

Grantham Book Services 
Trent Road, Grantham, Lincs NG31 7XQ

orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk
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